Infrastructure
as a Service
Ready to migrate to the Cloud?
Azure Everywhere is a Microsoft program that offers the opportunity for
funding toward your business move to Azure with SyCom. It’s easy for
qualified customers.
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Here’s how it works:
STEP 1 - Select one of these four options:
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STEP 2 - Participate in the Azure Everywhere Workshop offered by SyCom that consists of:
•

Azure Fast-Start – A remote, hands-on Azure workshop aligned to 1 of 4 core scenarios
(IaaS, IaaS with Barracuda, SQL Server on IaaS, OMS).

•

A complimentary Azure Assessment that will provide insight into systems that can be
migrated to Azure. Estimated monthly charges to reside in Azure.

•

Four-hour session to build a monthly consumption plan with Beyond
theitsCustomer.
powerful network firewall, high availability, and VPN technologies, the Barracuda

•

Application Account
Control, IPS, anti-malware,
network access
Whiteboarding session with an Azure Solutions Architect andincluding
SyCom
Manager
tocontrol enforcement, and
comprehensive user awareness. The Barracuda NextGen Firewall F-Series is fully compatible with
Microsoft
Azure
for establishing site-to-site and/or client-to-site connections to its cloud services,
discuss next steps or provide answers to any questions related
to
Azure.

NextGen Firewall F-Series integrates a comprehensive set of next-generation firewall technologies,

and creating a virtual DMZ in Azure to implement an additional high-security layer.

STEP 3 - Contact SyCom
Your SyCom Account Manager along with SyCom Microsoft
experts will execute a POE (Proof of Execution) form that will
allow SyCom to perform these services free of charge. Offer
available for a limited time only.
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